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 Getting the Point: Metal Weapons in Plains Rock Art

 James D. Keyser and David A. Kaiser

 Metal projectile points were the earliest non-native made weapons to enter the Plains and
 would likely have caused significant changes in Protohistoric period warfare. Despite this there
 has been little effort to identify and study these artifacts in Plains rock art, even though it is almost
 our only archaeological record of warfare from this period. Recent research at Bear Gulch and
 Atherton Canyon, located in central Montana, has identified a number of metal projectile points
 used by shield bearing warriors. Described and discussed along with about 30 other examples from
 rock art sites across the region, these points provide significant insight into the introduction and
 earliest use of metal tools on the Plains.

 Keywords: projectile points, rock art, Protohistoric period

 The portrayal of metal weapons such as guns,
 tomahawks, and swords in Plains rock art compo
 sitions (Figure 1) is one of the best indicators
 available to archaeologists for assigning picto
 graphs and petroglyphs an Historic period age
 (Keyser 2001:120-123; Keyser and Klassen
 2001:20-22). Often such drawings can be reli
 ably dated to relatively restricted periods, based
 on specific identification of the items depicted
 and the development of fine-scale chronologies
 that trace the introduction and spread of these

 weapons. Thus, spontoon tomahawks, found illus
 trated at several Plains sites (Conner 1984:132;

 Keyser 2006:65; Keyser and Cowdrey 2008:28),
 must date from the period between about A.D.
 1750 and 1875, based on the historically known
 timing of the introduction and popularization of
 this weapon throughout the region (Taylor
 2001:27-29). Likewise, swords, some types of
 knives, and various types of guns are equally in
 dicative of specific dates (e.g., Bates et al.
 2003:100).

 Until recently, however, metal lance and ar
 row points?the earliest non-native weapons to

 enter the Plains?have been little studied and even
 less discussed in Plains rock art research. But

 these items, when they can be confidently identi
 fied, offer a significant advantage to rock art ar
 chaeologists who wish to identify imagery of the
 Protohistoric period?the transition between
 stone age prehistoric culture and the direct con
 tact period when European and American traders,
 explorers, and missionaries lived and worked
 among the Plains Indians.

 Recent research with images from the key
 northwestern Plains sites of Writing-On-Stone
 (Keyser and Klassen 2001; Klassen 1995), Bear
 Gulch, and Atherton Canyon (Keyser 2006,2008a;
 Poetschat and Keyser 2009; Poetschat et al. 2008)
 enables us to identify some of these early metal
 projectile points with reasonable certainty and
 thus provides the first glimpses of Plains Indian

 warriors' own illustrations of the trade goods that
 ultimately changed their way of life forever.

 PROJECTILE POINTS

 Projectile points are not commonly illus
 trated in any northern Plains rock art prior to the
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 a c ^^^^

 Figure 1. Metal artifacts in northwestern Plains rock art. a-c, h, guns; d-g,
 tomahawks (note spontoon tomahawks in d, e [left] and g [three]); h, sword,
 probably cavalry saber.

 Ceremonial and Biographic traditions that span the
 three centuries from the late 1500s to the late

 1800s (Keyser and Klassen 2001:45, 190-256).1
 For northern Plains artists who drew before ap
 proximately A.D. 1500, attention to small details
 of costume and weaponry is almost always under
 stated, and with the exception of corner-notched
 stone projectile points worn or carried by several
 large Dinwoody tradition spirit beings (Francis and
 Loendorf 2002:93, 119; Keyser and Klassen
 2001:9, 111, 117), detailed depictions of any
 weapons?and especially projectile points?are
 nearly absent (Keyser and Klassen 2001 ).2 Instead,
 when infrequently shown, bows are simple arcs,
 arrows and spears lack defined points (Francis and
 Loendorf 2002:117; Keyser 2004:88), and atlatls
 and darts are so simple that they are barely recog
 nizable (Sundstrom 1990:119). Only the few
 Dinwoody projectile points are shown in detail,

 and these are carried or worn by large "Wa
 ter Ghost" figures that apparently represent
 "ghost arrows" that were thought to derive
 from the spirit world and to cause disease
 (Francis and Loendorf 2002:115-116).

 The relative absence of detailed ma

 terial culture items changes radically with
 the florescence of Plains Ceremonial and

 Biographic rock art. Characterized by the
 illustration of fine detail for costumes,
 weapons, tipis, and horse trappings (Fig
 ure 2), these two closely related art tradi
 tions have a greater focus on material cul
 ture items than any other North American

 rock art (Keyser and Klassen 2001:203
 204, 233-234).3 Frequently used to add
 specific information needed to create fully
 narrative scenes (Keyser and Klassen
 2003), the illustration of such details of
 ten produces superb compositions, the

 most elaborate of which have a realistic,
 almost photographic quality (Keyser
 2004:12, 34-35, 82, 101, 2008b; Keyser
 and Klassen 2001:230, 237, 242;
 McCleary 2008a, 2008b). Other compo
 sitions, though less realistic, still show
 equally fine detail for many different
 items, foremost among which are weap
 ons and their component parts, including

 the projectile points commonly illustrated on ar
 rows, spears, and bow-spears (Conner 1962,1984;
 Francis and Loendorf 2002; Keyser 1977a, 2004,
 2006, 2008a; Keyser and Klassen 2001:190
 256).

 To assess the possibility of identifying the
 earliest metal projectile points in Plains rock art,
 we explored two different avenues of research.
 Initially, we reviewed all published Plains rock art
 examples where warrior artists used their own
 standardized conventions to identify metal pro
 jectile points. Such points occur as two distinct
 forms. The first (Figures 3, 4) shows a "notched
 tang" type point characterized by a large triangu
 lar blade with deep square notches formed by one
 or two crosspieces drawn perpendicular to the tang
 just below the blade. The second shows a triangu
 lar to lanceolate blade form with a quillon extend
 ing directly out from one or both sides of the base
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 Figure 2. Details of costume, weaponry, tipis, and horse tack characterize
 Plains Indian rock art of the Ceremonial and Biographic traditions. Note de
 tailed shield designs in g and h.

 James D. Keyser and David A. Kaiser Metal Points in Plains Rock Art

 of the blade (Figure 5). We refer to this
 point type as "quillon-barbed."4 Both of
 these point forms are morphologically
 distinct from any known northwestern
 Plains chipped stone projectile point
 type.

 For our second approach we mea
 sured the relative length of spear points
 illustrated at the related Bear Gulch and

 Atherton Canyon sites, where 1,025
 shield bearing warriors are drawn as Late
 Prehistoric and Protohistoric period im
 ages. Of these, more than 90 hold spears
 with clearly drawn points illustrated. In
 this exercise we discovered that a sig
 nificant number of the simple triangular
 and lanceolate spear points illustrated at
 these two sites are so large that they al

 most certainly represent metal blades.

 ILLUSTRATED METAL POINTS/
 KNIVES

 We were able to find 65 Plains rock

 art images identifiable as metal projec
 tile points and three other obvious de
 pictions of metal knives (Table 1, Fig

 ure 6). Of the projectile
 points, 50 are the notched
 tang type with one or two
 crosspieces drawn just be
 low the blade; the other 15
 specimens are quillon-barbed
 points. The knives include
 one notched tang blade with
 two crosspieces and two ex
 amples that show a quillon
 hand guard.

 Although early authors
 (e.g., Dempsey 1973:13-14;
 Habgood 1967:3) initially
 assumed that notched tang
 points drawn at Writing-On
 Stone represented metal
 blades, they presented no di
 rect evidence in support of
 this identification, and thus
 Keyser (1977a:39) argued
 that the identification was

 premature. Now, however,
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 Figure 4. Arrows with metal points of the notched tang type. All
 three are superimposed on animals, a, Nordstrom-Bowen,
 24YL419; b, Medicine Lodge Creek, 48BH499; c, Writing-On
 Stone, DgOv-2.

 Figure 5. Metal projectile points and knives (e, f) of the quillon
 barbed type from Plains sites, a, b, Red Canyon, Wyoming; c,
 Castle Gardens; d, Newell Creek, 24PR2317; e, White Mountain,
 48SW302; f, La Barge Bluffs, 48LN1640.

 there are multiple lines of evidence indicating that
 these are, in fact, metal blades. Initially, this shape
 is characteristic of the "Bayonet DAG" knife or
 lance point (Figure 7) that was one of the most
 common Historic period metal trade items on the
 Plains (Baldwin 1997:44-49; Taylor 2001:48;
 Western Archaeological Services 2007).5 Pro
 duced by both European weapons manufacturers
 and New World blacksmiths, these DAG forms
 range from the classic "Beavertail DAG" manu
 factured by the I & H Sorby and Jukes Coulson
 companies of Sheffield, England, to simpler tri
 angular types manufactured with one or more
 crosspieces (Baldwin 1997:42-49). Classic
 Beavertail DAGs, with their distinctive "beaver
 tail" profile and superior metal, were first intro
 duced into North America in the mid 1700s (Tay
 lor 2001:48), but the simpler triangular-bladed,
 Bayonet DAG forms had been produced earlier
 both in Europe and on the American frontier (Fig
 ure 8; see also Peterson 2001:Figures 36-37;
 Taylor 2001:40-50). The wide variety of these
 earlier DAGs indicates that many were of North
 American frontier manufacture (Baldwin
 1997:44_49; Taylor 2001:48-51).

 One freestanding projectile point scratched
 in exquisite detail at Atherton Canyon (24FR3)
 clearly shows a Bayonet DAG point (Figure 9).
 The point shows a long straight tang extending
 below a distinctly triangular blade, just below
 which is a perpendicular crosspiece on the tang
 that creates square notches on both sides of the
 blade. This projectile point is completely unlike
 any known Plains lithic type, but duplicates ex
 actly the form of frontier-made DAGs (e.g.,
 Baldwin 1997:42, 45, 49, 2002:75; see also Fig
 ure 8i-m).

 The other 50 notched tang blades are shown
 as tips for 38 lances, 4 bow-spears, 7 arrows, and
 one knife. Of these, eight examples (three lances,
 two bow-spears, two arrows, and the knife) have
 double crosspieces (Figures 3e, n, 4c, lOj, k).

 Support for identifying the freestanding
 Atherton Canyon point, other similarly drawn rock
 art spear and arrow points, and the single knife
 blade (Figures 3,4, 9, 10) as metal implements is
 provided by illustrations on three Plains Indian
 robes and a single ledger drawing from the mid
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 Table 1: Metal Projectile Points Illustrated in Rock Art.

 Bow
 Point Spear Spear Arrow Knife Reference

 Notched Tang Type
 Writing-On-Stone

 DgOv-2
 DgOw-20
 DgOw-32

 Bear Gulch 24FR2

 Atherton Canyon
 24FR3

 Nordstrom-Bowen
 24YL419

 Ellison's Rock
 24RB1019
 39HN17

 Medicine Lodge Creek
 48BH499

 No Water
 48WA2066

 Mujares Creek
 SubTotal

 3
 22

 1
 2
 38

 Keyser 1977a&b
 Keyser 1977b
 Keyser 1977a&b
 This report

 This report

 Keyser 2005

 Conner 1984
 Keyser 1984

 Francis 2007

 Keyser and Poetschat 2009
 Parsons 1987

 Quillon-Barbed Type
 Bear Gulch 24FR2

 Atherton Canyon
 24FR3

 24PR2317
 39HN17

 Castle Gardens

 Red Canyon
 La Barge Bluffs

 48LN1640
 White Mountain

 48SW302
 Subtotal

 Grand Total

 12

 50

 This report

 This report
 Keyser 2005
 Keyser 1984
 Gebhardetal. 1987
 Keyser and Klassen 2001

 Keyser and Poetschat 2005

 Keyser and Poetschat 2005

 a The same bow-spear is illustrated four times and three have an obvious quillon-barbed point.

 1800s that show direct correspondence of this
 pictographic form with actual DAG type points.6
 The first of these is a series of drawings by the
 well-known Mandan warrior artist, Mato Tope, who
 drew his own spear with a point of this form (Fig
 ure 11) at least five times on three bison robes
 (Catlin 1973a:148-151; Keyser 2004:69-70;

 Maurer 1992:191; Taylor 2001:12; Thomas and
 Ronnefeldt 1976:220; Thompson 1977:153). We
 know that Mato Tope's lance was, in fact, tipped
 with a metal DAG point because the weapon was

 clearly illustrated with such a point in an 1834
 portrait by Karl Bodmer (Thomas and Ronnefeldt
 1976:219).

 A second example of this DAG form is illus
 trated in a portrait of Red Bear, an Arikara Buffalo
 dancer, drawn by an unnamed Arikara artist be
 tween 1872 and 1876 (Greene 2006:82, 84; see
 also Barbeau 1960:163). Red Bear carries a
 gunstock club whose blade is shown in the form
 of a Bayonet DAG with two crosspieces on the
 tang (Figure 12). While we have no known images
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 _
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 ^^^^ Figure 6. Distribution of Plains rock art sites with illustrated metal
 projectile points. 1, Writing-On-Stone, DgOw-32; 2, Writing-On
 Stone, DgOw-20; 3, Writing-On-Stone, DgOv-2; 4, Bear Gulch,
 24FR2; 5, Atherton Canyon, 24FR3; 6, Nordstrom-Bowen 24YL419;
 7, Ellison's Rock, 24RB1019; 8, Newell Creek, 24PR2317; 9, Medi
 cine Lodge Creek, 48BH499; 10, No Water, 48WA2066; 11, Castle

 Gardens; 12, Red Canyon; 13, La Barge Bluffs, 48LN1640; 14, White
 Mountain, 48SW302; 15,39HN17; 16, Mujares Creek. Published

 sources for these sites are listed in Table 1.

 Figure 7. Bayonet DAG style metal lance/knife point found near Rock
 Springs, Wyoming (Western Archaeological Services 2007). Deep, square
 cut, slightly irregular notches suggest that this is hand forged. Note na
 tive-cut nicks along both blade edges. Photograph courtesy of Bureau of

 Land Management, Rock Springs field office. Scale in cm.

 of Red Bear's actual club, numerous gunstock
 clubs are illustrated in early frontier art (Catlin
 1973a:Figures 63, 99, 104, 1973b:Figures 131,
 150, 237, 254, 257, 287, 293; Hunt and

 Gallagher 1984:338; Thomas and Ronnefeldt
 1976:235) and there are actual examples pre
 served in ethnographic collections (Penney
 1992:231; Taylor 2001:23). Nearly all of these

 have a DAG blade used as their killing point. The
 only other type has multiple Bowie knife blades
 (e.g., Keyser 2004:20; Taylor 2001:35) whose
 form is distinctly different than a DAG

 Thus, for the DAG pictographic form we
 have actual metal trade points that share this
 unique shape, we have one such identically
 shaped rock art point illustrated as a freestand
 ing example that clearly shows the long tang ex
 tending below the blade and the cross piece, and

 we have drawings by two Indian artists where this
 form can be demonstrated to correspond to such

 metal points. As has been shown repeatedly in
 Plains Biographic and Protobiographic art, care
 ful rendering of minute details is key to these
 compositions (Brownstone 2001a, 2001b;

 Keyser 1987a; Keyser and Cowdrey 2008;
 Keyser and Klassen 2003; Keyser and Poetschat
 2005). Combined with the direct evidence from
 the art, this verifies that Plains Indian artists used

 this pictographic form to represent a metal pro
 jectile point?most often a DAG blade.

 Twelve other rock art spear points, two ar
 row points, two knives, and the point on a bow
 spear7 are triangular or lanceolate blades with
 barbs extending straight outward from the blade's

 base on one or (more commonly) both
 sides (Figures 5, 9 top, lOh, i). On larger
 spear points such barbs can indicate a
 quillon?the protruding piece of metal po
 sitioned to separate the blade and handle
 of a knife and serve as a hand guard for the
 user (Figure 8b, e, f; see also Baldwin
 1997:Frontispiece), which is often forged

 as part of the blade itself (Baldwin
 1997:21-22; Peterson 2001:Plates 22

 29; Taylor 2001:38). On these large, long
 spear points a protruding quillon would not

 hinder penetration of the blade to a depth
 that would inflict a mortal wound. Thus,
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 Late 1600s-1800s

 Figure 8. Quillon-barbed and notched tang type knives and lance points from various sources and
 time periods. Variable scale, but all blades are longer than 15 cm. The longest is d, a "Rifleman's

 Knife" of the late 1600s to early 1700s, which is more than 40 cm long. Note that quillon-barbed
 type blades were made in Europe from the 1400s through the 1800s and that early handmade
 triangular DAG style points (i-m) were made before the better known Beavertail DAG, shown as n.

 for large quillon-barbed spear points it seems
 likely that many of these actually represent knife
 blades used as lance points. Two such examples at
 Bear Gulch (Figures lOh, 13), one of which is the
 bow-spear illustrated four times, show a long blade
 with a very knife-like shape and a distinct quillon.

 Arrow points, however, were unlikely to be

 made from the portion
 of a knife blade that in

 cludes the quillon.8 If
 they were made from an
 entire knife blade, such
 points would be too
 heavy and awkward for
 easy use; and if they
 were instead made from

 just a shorter blade frag
 ment that included the

 quillon, the way this fea
 ture protrudes would
 certainly have inhibited
 penetration and thus re
 duced killing power.
 Therefore, we suspect
 that the two quillon
 barbed arrow points ac
 tually represent another
 way of drawing a
 notched tang type point.
 If this is the case, some

 quillon-barbed spear
 points might actually be
 notched tang type points
 drawn in this barbed
 form.

 Like the DAG pic
 tographic form, these
 quillon-barbed projec
 tile points resemble no
 known lithic type, but
 the quillon feature char
 acterizes many early
 knives (Figure 8a-f)
 that were traded into na
 tive North American
 cultural groups as early
 as the beginning of the
 1500s (Baldwin

 1997:21, 2002:81; Taylor 2001:38, 55). Such
 knives, including fighting daggers, dirks, cut down
 swords, plug bayonets, and bowie knives, made
 their way across North America from the Great
 Lakes region to the northwestern Plains via In
 dian middlemen/traders, arriving as early as A.D.
 1600.
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 1. I I I I 1 I
 Figure 9. Metal projectile point (right) incised at Atherton Canyon (note drawing to right). Left is adjacent shield bearing warrior
 whose lance is tipped with a quillon-barbed type metal point. Scale bars represent 5 cm.

 J\ a .  ^ ' 1 1 ' 1 1 i i i t i i
 i I I I i i j

 f 2 /
 '''''' I

 i i i i i i x 11 *111 1

 Figure 10. Metal projectile points of the notched tang and quillon-barbed types at Bear Gulch (a
 d, f-j, m-o) and Atherton Canyon (e, k). Shield bearing warriors h and i have quillon-barbed type
 points. Note the knife-like shape of the point in h.

 Although the evi
 dence supporting the
 identification of the
 quillon-barbed picto
 graphic form as a metal
 blade is simpler than that
 for the DAG form, it is
 almost equally persua
 sive. This form is used

 for spear tips in dozens
 of Plains Indian ledger
 drawings (Afton et al.
 1997; Bates et al. 2003;
 Petersen 1971:219) and
 although we cannot
 match any particular
 drawing to a specific
 spear, Historic period
 lances were almost ex
 clusively tipped with
 metal points, most fre
 quently made from cut
 down sword blades,
 butcher knives, and
 manufactured lance
 points. Some actual
 specimens (Figure 8a, b,
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 Figure 11. Robe painting by Mandan chief, Mato Tope, showing him killing an enemy with his
 lance tipped with a notched tang type metal point. Robe in collection of Bemisches Historisches

 Museum, Switzerland (author's photograph).

 /

 Figure 12. Gunstock clubs with DAG blades used as killing point, a, from ledger
 drawing by Ankara warrior, Red Bear; b, adapted from Taylor (2001).

 e, and f) show the
 quillon or other barbs in
 the same position
 (Baldwin 2002:84, 96).
 In addition to the use of

 this form in ledger art, a
 quillon hand guard is
 shown as a distinguish
 ing feature of two metal
 knives (Figure 5e, f)
 drawn in Wyoming's
 Green River Basin?
 one at White Mountain

 and the other at La Barge
 Bluffs (Keyser and
 Poetschat 2005:53).
 One specimen is a vo
 lute-handled knife iden

 tified primarily by its bi
 furcated handle; but with

 a clearly depicted
 quillon hand guard
 crossing the base of the
 blade just above the bi
 furcated handle. The
 combination of these

 distinctive features clinches the iden

 tification of these specimens as metal
 bladed knives.

 There is even circumstantial evi

 dence to support our suggestion that
 some rock art quillon-barbed projectile
 points actually represent a second way
 of drawing notched tang metal blades.
 Immediately adjacent to the freestand
 ing, notched tang type metal point at
 Atherton Canyon is a shield bearing
 warrior with a long lance tipped with a
 distinctly triangular blade of the
 quillon-barbed type (Figure 9). While
 we have no way of proving that this
 shield bearer and his weapon were drawn
 by the same artist who drew the metal
 point, this isolated panel was used by
 only two or three artists. Support for
 suggesting that one artist produced both
 the metal point and the adjacent shield
 bearing warrior and his weapon is pro
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 Figure 13. Partial coup count tally at Bear Gulch showing four versions of one
 bow-spear. The quillon-barbed point is clearly visible on weapons floating above
 enemies. Note the point's distinct knife blade shape, especially on far left ex
 ample.

 vided by the fact that the spear-wielding shield
 bearing warrior is a direct conjoined overlay su
 perimposed on an earlier mace-armed warrior, in
 dicating that he is late in the panel's use sequence
 (as obviously is the metal point). Additionally, both
 the metal point and the conjoined superimposed
 shield bearing warrior are drawn using numerous
 closely spaced scratches that create a "scraped"
 design that is not used for other earlier images on
 this panel. Thus, considering all the evidence, we
 propose that both images were drawn by the same
 artist and that the freestanding point is a detailed
 rendering of the quillon-barbed tip on the shield
 bearer's lance.

 In summary, the rock art, robe art, and ledger
 art record strongly implies that there were two
 ways of drawing readily identifiable metal projec
 tile points in rock art. The notched tang type is a
 true-to-life representation of a DAG type point,

 while the quillon-barbed form could illustrate ei
 ther a point with a true quillon barb(s) or be a sec
 ond way?one that is simply slightly less realis
 tic?to show a DAG type blade.

 MEASURING SPEAR POINTS AT BEAR
 GULCH AND ATHERTON CANYON

 Of the hundreds of projectile points illus
 trated in all currently published Plains Ceremo
 nial and Biographic rock art, the fact that only 65
 can be readily identified as metal artifacts would
 suggest that such weapons were not particularly
 common across the region. In fact, quite the op
 posite is almost certainly true given the prevalence
 of metal projectile points throughout the Historic
 record as evidenced by paintings, photographs, and

 ethnographic collections, coupled
 with the scarcity of very large stone
 or bone spear points in Late Prehis
 toric period northern Plains archaeo
 logical and Historic period ethno
 graphic collections (Frison
 1991:351-357; Keyser 1979; Reher
 and Frison 1980:27-28).9 Thus, we at
 tempted to ascertain whether it might
 be possible to suggest that some of
 the many other spear points illustrated
 at Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon
 were metal points, despite the fact that
 the artists illustrated no obvious iden

 tifying characteristics. To do this, we measured
 the lances (and their points) carried by pedestrian
 shield bearing warriors and converted these mea
 surements to both the metric and English systems
 by using a standardized diameter of 1.02 m (42 in
 or 3.5 ft) for the pedestrian shield as a reference.
 This measurement is the average for 36 Late Pre
 historic and Protohistoric period pedestrian rock
 art shields measured in a separate study (Keyser
 2010). It is also consistent both with the earliest
 historical drawings of such pedestrian shields
 (Catlin 1973b:Figures 172, 280, 293; Taylor
 2001:86-87; Thomas and Ronnefeldt 1976:172,
 212-213, 217) and the fact that nearly all Plains
 shield bearing warriors show the shield obscuring
 the warrior's body from at or just below the knees
 to at or just above the shoulders. For a warrior
 standing between 1.68 and 1.83 m (5.5 and 6 ft)
 tall, a shield covering that much of the body would

 measure about 1 m (3.5 ft) across. Finally, this
 size is also consistent with early historic reports
 of pre-horse period shields that "had a breadth of
 a full three feet [93 cm] or more" (Secoy
 1992:37) and the three Pectol shields, which date
 to about A.D. 1500 and measure between 79 and

 95 cm (31 and 38 in) in diameter (Loendorf and
 Conner 1993:218-222).

 After carefully classifying and measuring 164
 lances illustrated as pedestrian shield bearing war
 riors' weapons at Bear Gulch and Atherton Can
 yon, we were initially struck by the fact that 79 of
 these have greatly outsized triangular or lanceolate
 points, and we thought that it might be possible to
 identify?at least generally?some of these as
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 metal points based on their size.
 First, however, it is obvious that many shield

 bearing warriors' lances (and also some bow
 spears) at these two sites are illustrated as much
 longer than they would have actually been in real
 life. Using our standardized measurement for each
 shield's diameter, we converted the lengths of all
 spears carried by shield bearing warriors to meters
 and feet. What this showed (Table 2) was that nearly
 half of the spears at the two sites were intended
 by the artists to be between 1.37 and 2.59 m (4.5
 and 8.5 ft) in length?a measurement consistent
 with the historic record, where early historic art
 ists' illustrations of nearly all such lances fall
 within this size range (Catlin 1973a&b; Kurz
 1937; Thomas and Ronnefeldt 1976). Likewise,
 ethnographic descriptions from several tribes in
 dicate that spears were in this size range. Blackfeet

 warriors reported that lances were approximately
 5 to 6 ft (1.5 to 1.83 m) long (Ewers 1955:201),
 Coeur d'Alene warriors' spears measured 5 to 7
 ft (1.5 to 2 m) long (Taylor 2001:62), and Sitting
 Bull's spear was "seven or eight feet [2.1-2.4 m]
 long and tipped with an eight-inch [20 cm] notched
 iron blade" (Utley 2008:19).

 In addition, however, it also shows that the
 length of 28 percent of the illustrated spears at
 these two sites is significantly exaggerated, with
 examples at both sites drawn as more than 6 m
 (20 ft) long relative to the inferred actual size of
 their warrior's shield. Even acknowledging that the
 size of weapons in rock art is often greatly exag
 gerated?presumably to accentuate their super
 natural power - the tendency toward exaggeration
 is extreme at both Bear Gulch and Atherton Can

 yon. Thus, we can also expect some exaggeration
 of the spear points (independent of whether the

 length of the spear itself is exaggerated), since
 the killing tip would presumably also have been
 considered supernaturally powerful. Attribution of
 supernatural power would seem to be especially
 likely for early metal points, since they were
 newly acquired and had several notable qualities,
 probably the most significant of which was their
 resistance to breakage and thus their greater kill
 ing power.

 In order to determine how much the Bear

 Gulch/Atherton Canyon artists were exaggerating
 the spear points themselves, we measured addi
 tional suites of lances and their points illustrated
 both in historic Euroamerican artists' portraits of
 Plains warriors and in ledger drawings done by
 Plains warrior artists themselves during the late
 1800s (Figure 14a, b). It was relatively easy to
 select these samples. For early Euroamerican art
 ists we used eight portraits by Catlin (1973a&b)
 and three by Bodmer (Thomas and Ronnefeldt
 1976) that showed upper Missouri warriors posed

 with their spears. This enabled us to get some idea
 that the spear and metal point were shown in ap
 proximately realistic proportion. For ledger draw
 ings we used those found in Berlo (1996) that in
 cluded examples drawn by Arapaho, Cheyenne, and
 Kiowa artists, and those in Afton et al. (1997) all
 of which are Cheyenne drawings. These drawings
 spanned several different tribes and were done
 during or right after the last years of Plains war
 fare when all the spear points would have been
 metal.

 To determine the size of these Historic spear
 points we calculated the ratio of point length to
 spear length and converted the measurement of
 the point to centimeters, using a standard spear
 length of 2 m (6.5 ft).10 The results show that metal

 Table 2: Spear Length at Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon.

 Length
 Meters (Feet)_Bear Gulch_Atherton Canyon_Total
 <1.37 (<4.5) 31 (24%) 11 (34%) 42 (26%)
 1.37-2.59(4.5-8.5) 67(51%) 11(34%) 78(48%)
 2.59-4.57 (8.5-15) 25 (19%) 7 (22%) 32 (20%)
 4.57-6.09 (15-20) 5 (4%) 1 (3%) 6 (4%)
 6.09-9.14 (20-30) 3 (2%) 2 (6%) 5 (3%)
 9.14+(30+) 1 (1%) - (0%) 1 (1%)

 Total_132(100%)_32(100%)_164(100%)
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 Figure 14. Distribution of projectile point sizes in various art
 media, a, early Euro-American artists; b, Plains Indian ledger
 drawings; c, rock art examples from Bear Gulch and Atherton
 Canyon. Filled squares in c are identifiable metal points. Mea
 surements in centimeters.

 points in historic Euro-American portraiture mea
 sure between 28 and 57 cm (11-22 in) in length
 (Figure 14a), while point sizes in ledger drawings
 are quite similar, ranging between 17 and 57 cm
 (6-22 in) long (Figure 14b). In both distributions
 there is a significant clustering of points in the 25
 to 50 cm (10-20 in) range. This suggests that late
 Historic period Indian artists were equally as ac
 curate as contemporary Euro-American artists in
 terms of representing spear point sizes. These size
 ranges, obtained from both Euro-American artists'

 and Plains ledger artists' work, correspond rea
 sonably well to Ewers (1955:201) statement that
 Blackfeet iron lance points had a size range of 15
 to 30 cm (6-12 in), with an added caveat that some
 actual hand-forged lance points were much larger,
 exceeding 46 cm (18 in) in length (Baldwin
 1997:42, 45). The size range is also consistent
 with northwestern Plains metal points known eth
 nographically and archaeologically, which range
 from 17 to 41 cm (6.75-16 in) long (Greer 2009;
 Utley 2008:19; Western Archaeological Services
 2007).

 We then compared the measurements of 92
 rock art spear points at Atherton Canyon and Bear
 Gulch (Figure 14c) with those from historic
 sources. This clearly shows two things. First,
 Protohistoric period artists at these sites were
 exaggerating the size of spear points in smaller
 quantities than they exaggerated the length of
 spears. For example, of the 34 points at these sites
 identified as metal points by the notched tang or
 the presence of a quillon, 4 (12 percent) are shown
 as longer than 53 cm (21 in). For all other trian
 gular and lanceolate spear points, 19 percent (11
 of 58) are represented longer than 53 cm (20 in).
 Thus, in total, 16 percent of all spear points were
 drawn longer than 53 cm. These percentages are
 even smaller than the 28 percent of rock art spears
 that are drawn with an exaggerated length.

 Second, the size distribution of spear points
 drawn by Protohistoric period artists at Bear
 Gulch and Atherton Canyon (taking into account
 their propensity to exaggerate size) very closely

 mimics that of both the Euroamerican artists and

 the later historic period Indian ledger artists (Fig
 ure 14). In fact, 76 percent of the unexaggerated
 spear points (those drawn shorter than 53 cm) at
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 these two sites are depicted as though they were
 actually between 15 and 53 cm (6-21 in) in length.
 Therefore, it seems reasonable to propose that the
 Bear Gulch/Atherton Canyon artists were illus
 trating the same size points that the later ledger
 artists were and that many of these are likely to
 have been metal blades even though they have no
 defining attribute.

 DISCUSSION

 There are 39 projectile points depicted at
 Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon with character
 istic features of metal points. In addition, based
 on relative measurements of all spear points it ap
 pears that another 40 to 60 examples (those mea
 suring 15 to 90 cm long) on shield bearing war
 riors' weapons at Bear Gulch and Atherton Can
 yon were intended by the artists to represent metal

 blades, even though they lack distinctive features.
 Hence, it seems likely that somewhere between
 80 and 100 metal projectile points are illustrated
 at these sites. This use of metal is consistent with

 the "shock troop" warfare implied by the clubs and
 maces wielded by some 15 percent of the 1,025
 shield bearing warriors at these sites, since stone
 points of the length indicated by our measurements
 would have been far too fragile for effective close
 quarter combat with enemies armed with clubs and
 maces.

 In this regard, we are well aware of the use of
 long stone spear points by Paleo-Indian bison hunt
 ers. We note two things, however; (1) bison are
 primarily trying to escape the hunter, rather than
 fight back, as would a human opponent armed with
 a mace or club and intent on killing his enemy and
 obtaining war honors; and (2) the Paleo-Indian
 weapon system for close-quarter hunting was ap
 parently one where a hunter carried several sock
 eted foreshafts, each tipped with a long stone point
 that could be "reloaded" onto a spear when one
 point broke or remained lodged in the quarry ani
 mal (Frison 1974:85-90).

 Hence, given that Indian close-quarter war
 fare was structured to disarm an opponent with
 blows from clubs (see Denig 2000:161; Ewers
 1955:202), we think it highly unlikely that war
 riors would enter such combat with only a single,
 outsized, extremely fragile, chipped stone spear
 point. Therefore, if they were using stone points,

 they would almost certainly have had additional
 tipped foreshafts with which to "reload." However,
 no example of the 162 spear-wielding shield bear
 ing warriors at these two sites holds extra
 foreshafts or carries a bag that might contain these,

 and we can find no published example at any other
 Plains site of a shield bearing warrior who carries
 such equipment.

 Bone points are a possible alternative, and
 there is limited evidence for their use. In A.D. 1754

 Anthony Hendry (1907:335) met "Archithinue"
 warriors (probably Blackfeet, but certainly a north
 western Plains group) armed with "bows and ar
 rows and bone spears and darts" (our italics,
 which we believe indicates bone-tipped weapons).
 However, other ethnohistoric sources rarely men
 tion bone spear points, and the Late Prehistoric
 and Protohistoric period northwestern Plains ar
 chaeological record contains only 10 such speci
 mens from four sites (Mulloy 1958:48, 60, 102,
 109; Reher and Frison 1980:27-28). In fact, seven
 of these archaeological specimens are barbed "har
 poon" tips unlike anything illustrated in the rock
 art. Given the numbers of bone tools surviving in
 other sites of this age from Missouri River vil
 lages to nomadic warrior/hunter's campsites and
 bison kills (Frison 1991; Keyser 1979; Lehmer
 1971) we should have more than these few ex
 amples of bone points if they were ever particu
 larly common.

 Thus, in the absence of compelling evidence
 in the archaeological record for large numbers of
 large stone or bone spear points in the Late Pre
 historic and Protohistoric periods, we feel that
 many, if not most, of the large points illustrated at
 Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon (and by exten
 sion, some large points illustrated at other sites)
 are likely to indicate metal points.

 Given the presence of what we identify as
 metal projectile points on the weapons of 8 to 10
 percent of the 1,025 shield bearing warriors at
 these two sites, what support do the archaeologi
 cal, ethnohistorical, and historical records pro
 vide for the presence of such points among
 Protohistoric period northwestern Plains groups?
 Fortunately, these sources all contain quite sug
 gestive evidence that metal points were present in
 considerable numbers during the period between
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 A.D. 1600 and 1750.

 Archaeology
 The archaeological record from the period

 between A.D. 1600 to 1750 at fur trading posts
 and Indian villages from New York through Michi
 gan and Ohio to Missouri shows that large num
 bers of knives were being traded westward as the
 frontier advanced (Baldwin 1997:12-25). Pre
 sumably many of these could have reached the
 Plains where they could have been converted to
 spear points

 On the northern Plains itself, the archaeologi
 cal record at Post Contact Coalescent Missouri

 River villages indicates that the first metal tools
 had found their way into the region by the first
 quarter of the 1600s (Ahler 1993:86, 89; Ahler
 and Drybread 1993:290, 298-300; Ahler and
 Swenson 1985:110; Ahler and Toom 1995:377;
 Johnson 1998:320, 331; Weston and Ahler
 1993:279-280) and then became increasingly
 common through time. Although archaeological
 finds of metal tools of any sort (including projec
 tile points) are rare in Protohistoric period north
 ern Plains sites, some examples do occur
 (Hamilton and Nicholson 2007: Pyszczk 1997),
 one of which is a horse burial in southwestern

 Wyoming that was butchered using metal tools
 about A.D. 1650 (Eckles et al. 1994). The paucity
 of these early metal tools in the archaeological
 record is not surprising, however, given that they
 were scarce commodities that by their nature
 would also likely have been curated and reused
 until only the smallest fragments remained (Ahler
 and Drybred 1993:290; Thiessen 1993:30-31).
 Also, iron tools, unlike stone tools, rust away
 quite rapidly in both surface and buried contexts
 in northern Plains sites (Frison 1991:123).

 In fact, the same is true even for large metal
 spear points in Post-contact period Missouri River
 villages, where we know from the historic record
 (including Euro-American portraiture) that such
 points were actually quite common. When asked
 about finding such points, Ray Wood (who has
 extensive experience investigating Middle Mis
 souri villages) indicated that he had seen just two
 such specimens recovered archaeologically?
 both from burials (Wood, personal communica
 tion 2006). He suggested that such artifacts would

 likely have been intensively curated, and were not
 likely to be recovered from typical open plains
 archaeological contexts. Thus the "archaeologi
 cal scarcity" of the earliest metal implements
 should not be seen as indicative of their actual

 presence in any site or their real numbers across
 the region.

 History
 Furthermore, the historic record provides

 considerable information that speaks to the preva
 lence of these artifacts in the fur trade from

 whence they passed into Indian hands. Trade in
 metal implements (especially knives) began al
 most immediately after Columbus. In A.D. 1497
 European cod fishermen were trading knives to
 the natives of Newfoundland and by A.D. 1578
 there "were 350 European fishing vessels at New
 foundland. . .[trading] metal implements (particu
 larly knives) for the natives' well worn pelts"
 (Wikipedia 2008). Russell (1967:164) notes that
 dagger type knives came to the New World with
 the first European adventurers, and by the sixteenth
 century, records indicate that northeastern Indi
 ans were making projectile points from iron knives
 obtained from French traders (Russell 1967:329).

 Fur traders penetrated the continent's interior
 before A.D. 1550 with Cartier establishing short
 term trading forts at the site of present day Que
 bec in 1535-1536 and 1541-1542. When
 Champlain founded Quebec City in 1608 and es
 tablished a fur trading post at the present site of

 Montreal in 1611 the French were firmly estab
 lished in the Great Lakes basin and explorers then
 navigated the Mississippi River south to Arkansas
 by 1675. Jesuit priests were not far behind, estab
 lishing missions from Lake Huron through Michi
 gan to Wisconsin between 1625 and 1679. These
 settlements routinely had their own blacksmiths
 and would have provided a steady source of lo
 cally made metal implements to augment traders'
 stocks. But such trade was not restricted to the

 eastern half of North America (Lehmer 1971).
 Furs quickly became trapped out close to settle
 ments, forts, and trading posts so free traders
 (coureurs des bois) spread outward to the west
 and southwest of the Great Lakes to contact vari

 ous tribes and create a system of Indian middle
 men who moved European trade goods westward
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 from Hudson's Bay and the Great Lakes and re
 turned beaver pelts and pemmican eastward to the
 settlements (Ray 1974). These early explorers,
 traders and missionaries would have been a ready
 source for metal implements that could have
 spread deep into the North American continent.

 Metal items also came from the south as well.

 By A.D. 1560 Florida Indians were using daggers
 obtained from French and Spanish traders (Russell
 1967), and in New Mexico Spanish conquistadors
 (who later colonized the region) began introduc
 ing metal tools by A.D. 1540 (Calloway 2003:146
 160; Damp and Adams 2008). Such items included
 crossbow bolt points, knives, and sword blades,
 which quickly entered into the southern Plains,
 and certainly made their way north in small quan
 tities into the northern Plains of Wyoming and

 Montana in the Protohistoric period (Damp and
 Adams 2008; Eckles et al. 1994; Frison
 1991:122-125).

 By the 1600s the European-Indian trade had
 become big business. Late in that century French
 forts in the Great Lakes region were the source
 of hundreds of knives for the Indian trade (Baldwin
 1997:13-20). And at this same time both British
 and Dutch competitors also entered the Great
 Lakes region. Not to be outdone by French ex
 pansion, the British chartered the Hudson's Bay
 Company in 1670 and gave it a monopoly over
 "Rupert's Land," the drainage of Hudson's Bay
 (which includes nearly all of the northern Plains
 north of the present day U.S./Canadian border).
 By 1682 the Hudson's Bay Company had estab
 lished Ft. Albany on James Bay and by 1684 York
 Factory, some 805 km (500 miles) to the west
 and that much closer to the northern Plains.

 The traders' own records show what items

 were most desired by native tribes. After various
 types of cloth and beads, metal weapons and tools

 were the most common items traded to the Indian

 middlemen. These made up about 25 percent of
 the value of all trade goods, and included several
 types of knives, unhandled sword blades, and ar
 row points (Canadian Museum of Civilization
 2008). The quantities of such implements brought
 to North America for the early fur trade was im
 pressive. For instance, the Hudson's Bay Company
 traded more than 300 iron arrowheads into Ruperts

 Land in 1671 (Russell 1967:329) and shipped
 3,000 jackknives11 and 5,000 butcher knives to
 Albany post on James Bay in 1684 (Kenyon
 2008).12

 With similar quantities shipped by both
 French and British companies for year after year
 through the seventeenth century, and similar items

 being traded north from Spanish settlements in
 New Mexico, it is clear that metal blades adequate
 for making spear points were one of the most com
 mon trade items that would have found their way
 to the northern Plains early in the Protohistoric
 period.13 Hudson's Bay Company records demon
 strate that such quantities of knives continued to
 flow into the region for more than a century, since
 between A.D. 1720 and 1750 they were still trad
 ing more than 1,350 knives per year in the
 Saskatchewan District alone?translating to one
 knife per Plains lodge per year (Pyszczyk
 1997:52).

 Ethnohistory
 Several ethnohistoric sources document the

 extent of this trade and the presence of trade goods
 on the northern Plains during the Protohistoric
 period. In 1738 Verendrye, a French fur trader and
 explorer, traveled to the Mandan villages in what
 is now North Dakota. There he found that large
 quantities of trade goods already existed among
 these Indians. His own Assiniboine guides indi
 cated that they had been carrying such items to
 the Mandans for a considerable time (Lehmer
 1971:166-167; Thiessen 1993:32-33). An even
 earlier 1718 map shows a second trade route run
 ning west from the Mississippi River south of
 present-day LaCrosse, Wisconsin to the
 confluence of the Big Sioux and Missouri Rivers
 near present day Sioux Falls, South Dakota
 (Lehmer 1971:168).

 Northern Plains reports verify that the South
 west was also the source of some metal tools.

 Schultz (1962:351-352) reports Blackfeet infor
 mants recounting their travels southward along the
 Green and Dolores rivers all the way to the pueb
 los to raid and trade for horses, metal goods, and
 big knives (swords). Such trips were reported to
 have occurred for more than a century before
 1850.

 But were Protohistoric period northwestern
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 Plains warriors actually armed with metal projec
 tile points? One particular source provides excel
 lent support for the idea that such metal points
 were relatively common on the Plains during at
 least the late Protohistoric period. In 1787
 Sahkomaupee, a Cree warrior between 75 and 80
 years old, told fur trader, David Thompson, of a
 battle he had participated in some 60 years before
 (about A.D. 1725). Sahkomaupee recalled com
 ing to help the Blackfeet in their wars against the
 Snake Indians in central Alberta in a time before

 horses and guns had reached the region. He re
 counted:

 Our weapons was [sic] a lance, mostly pointed
 with iron, some few of stone, a bow and quiver of..
 .about fifty arrows, of which ten had iron points,
 the others were headed with stone. . . .they [the
 Snakes] sat down on the ground and placed their
 large shields before them, which covered them: We
 did the same, but our shields were not so many, and
 some.. .had to shelter two men. (Secoy 1992:34-35,
 italics ours)

 Thus, eyewitness evidence indicates that be
 fore the coming of the horse, warriors had rela
 tively good access to metal for projectile points.
 If "most" of the lances and 20 percent of the ar
 rows in 1725 had metal points, it seems almost
 certain that there was a relatively long history of
 these items arriving in the region, and we can
 readily assume that the first of these metal points
 had reached the northwestern Plains by at least
 the mid 1600s?exactly the time frame suggested
 by Middle Missouri village archaeology and the
 historic trade records. Supporting the likelihood
 that these points at Bear Gulch are metal is a ra
 diocarbon date of A.D. 1650 (Keyser 2006;
 Keyser et al. 2010) obtained from a piece of wood
 that was jammed in a crack in the cliff at a Bear
 Gulch panel of shield bearing warriors and other
 figures that include a bowman shooting an arrow

 with a metal point (Figure lOd).
 These several lines of evidence clearly sup

 port the hypothesis that metal projectile points
 were widely used by Protohistoric Plains cultural
 groups. But how can those at Bear Gulch and
 Atherton Canyon be DAG-style lance points when
 we know that Hudson's Bay Beavertail DAG
 knives (produced by I & H Sorby, Jukes Coulson,
 and other companies in Sheffield, England) were

 imported into the Great Lakes region only in the
 mid-1700s (Taylor 2001:48); while every indica
 tion at Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon indicates
 that there were DAG-style metal points predating
 approximately A.D. 1725 (Keyser et al. 2010)?

 Careful reading of the historic record shows
 that dagger type points similar to the Beavertail

 DAG were manufactured by the French in the
 1600s through early 1700s for the Indian trade
 (Peterson 2001; Taylor 2001:40-50). Points of
 this general "dagger" shape (Figure 8i-k) were
 also often manufactured locally by North Ameri
 can blacksmiths at forts, missions, and trading
 posts. Thus, the points illustrated at Bear Gulch
 and Atherton Canyon are likely to be some of the
 first dagger type blades to enter this area of the
 Plains, but since they clearly predate horses and
 guns (based on the absence of these items and the
 size of the warriors' shields), they almost certainly
 represent the slightly earlier French dagger style
 points?or North American made copies of
 these?rather than the better known Hudson's Bay
 Beavertail DAG knives.

 Likewise, all points illustrated as notched tang
 specimens cannot possibly be DAG blades, since
 some are arrow points, which are far too small to
 be DAGs. We suggest that the triangular DAG
 shape (with its characteristic tang) was so differ
 ent than any stone or bone projectile point that it
 was quickly adopted in Plains art to indicate any
 metal projectile point. Thus, notched tang points
 drawn at Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon need
 not be true Beavertail DAGs; instead, they are
 probably earlier Bayonet DAG points and other
 metal blades whose notched tang form in the art
 simply indicates that they were metal.

 In summary, our research and analysis sug
 gest that the earliest metal points illustrated in the
 rock art at Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon were
 of two basically different types, illustrated in three
 ways. The actual points themselves included some
 typical dagger forms and others that were made
 from knives, bayonets, cut down sword blades, or
 usable-sized fragments of any metal. In rock art
 any of these can be illustrated as a notched tang,
 DAG style point (because that unique shape ap
 parently came to connote any metal blade, espe
 cially in Protohistoric period rock art). Likewise,
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 due to the difficulty of illustrating fine detail in
 many rock art images, any of these points could
 have been illustrated as quillon-barbed points, or
 simply exaggeratedly long lance points.

 CONCLUSIONS

 Metal lance and arrow points, though not com
 mon, can be confidently identified at 16 rock art
 sites scattered across the Plains from Writing-On
 Stone, Alberta to the North Cave Hills of South
 Dakota, and south to the Texas Panhandle (Figure
 6) . These include a single freestanding point, 50
 lance points, points on five bow-spears (see note
 7) , and nine arrow points. In addition, single metal
 knives are shown at three other sites, one at Writ

 ing-On-Stone and two in the Green River Basin of
 Wyoming. The 65 metal points include 38 lance
 points with cross piece on the tang (three with
 double cross pieces), four bow-spear points with
 cross piece (two with double cross pieces), seven
 arrow points with cross piece (two with double
 cross pieces), and 12 lance points, two arrow
 points and a single bow-spear point (see note 7)
 with quillon barbs. The knives include a large DAG
 with double cross pieces, a volute-handled speci
 men with quillon, and a third example that has a
 lanceolate blade with quillon hand guard. Bear

 Gulch has by far the most illustrated metal points,
 with 30 identifiable specimens, but Atherton Can
 yon has nine (including the only freestanding ex
 ample). At Writing-On-Stone three sites have eight
 such points and one DAG knife; Mujares Creek in
 the Texas Panhandle has four points all shown in a
 single tally of captured weapons; and Ellison's
 Rock in Montana and 39HN17 in the North Cave

 Hills each show three metal points.
 Metal points at sites other than Bear Gulch

 and Atherton Canyon are almost evenly split be
 tween those associated with pedestrian Shield
 Bearing Warriors (nine), those associated with
 horses or other Historic period indicators (10),
 and those associated with various other types of
 humans (nine).14 Since several of these "other"
 types of humans are likely to represent Historic
 period drawings (e.g., Francis 2007; Keyser 1984,
 1987b; Keyser and Poetschat 2009:15), it seems
 reasonable to assume that more than half of the

 illustrated metal points at other sites on the Plains
 are of Historic period age.

 At Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon metal
 points are demonstrably earlier than many of the
 other illustrated examples across the Plains. Virtu
 ally all metal points at these two sites are associ
 ated with shield bearing warriors carrying full body
 size shields that are indicative of the Late Prehis

 toric or Protohistoric periods. This also includes
 the freestanding example, which is carved imme
 diately adjacent to two shield bearers. Only three
 metal points are not directly associated with shield
 figures; two are arrow points and one is a spear
 point, all used by rectangular body humans. The
 bow-spear (illustrated four times) is associated
 with both shield bearing warriors and V-neck hu
 mans. There is no indication of any historic pe
 riod association with these metal points at either
 Bear Gulch or Atherton Canyon, strongly suggest
 ing that they predate the arrival of both horses and

 guns. Like those associated with shield bearing
 and V-neck warriors and very early horsemen at

 Writing-On-Stone, they illustrate some of the ear
 liest metal points to arrive in this region.

 All three of the readily identifiable metal
 knives at northern Plains sites are wielded by rect
 angular body or stick figure humans. Two of these
 are associated with horses; the other is part of the
 Protohistoric period Seedskadee style (Keyser
 and Poetschat 2005:146-151).

 In addition to the specimens intentionally il
 lustrated as metal projectile points, Protohistoric
 period artists routinely drew simple triangular and
 lanceolate spear points as though they were be
 tween 15 and 53 cm (6 and 21 in) in length. The
 correspondence of this size range with that for
 known illustrations of metal points, coupled with
 the absence of similarly sized stone or bone spear
 points in Late Prehistoric or Protohistoric period
 archaeological collections, suggest to us that many
 of these large rock art spear points were intended
 to represent metal points, even though no other
 defining characteristics were included. This ap
 pears to be especially true for Bear Gulch and
 Atherton Canyon, but we suspect that measure
 ment statistics would show similar size ranges for
 shield bearing warriors' weaponry at other north
 ern Plains sites.

 The number of readily identifiable and prob
 able (based on their size) metal projectile points
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 at Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon, suggests that
 many of the Bear Gulch style shield bearing war
 riors at these sites were drawn in the Protohistoric

 period, between approximately A.D. 1600 and
 1750 before the widespread use of horses in
 Plains Indian warfare. This is consistent with a
 radiocarbon date associated with the art itself and
 other dates on cultural levels excavated in the

 valley floodplain at Bear Gulch (Keyser et al.
 2010).

 Stylistically, Bear Gulch style shield bear
 ing warriors (see Kaiser et al. 2010 for detailed
 discussion of the Bear Gulch style) are the most
 common shield figures at these two sites, and con
 sidering the weaponry and accoutrements asso
 ciated with them they appear to have been drawn
 during an approximately 300 year period that
 spanned the last century of the Late Prehistoric
 period and the entire Protohistoric period?ap
 proximately A.D. 1450-1750 (Keyser et al.
 2010; Poetschat and Keyser 2009). Within this
 time frame, Plains Indian culture underwent the

 most significant changes in its history prior to
 the advent of the Indian wars and the resultant
 confinement to reservations between A.D. 1860
 and 1880. This makes the hundreds of
 Protohistoric period figures drawn at Bear Gulch
 and Atherton Canyon the most significant histori
 cal record currently known for studying the ori
 gins of (and changes in) many of the various as
 pects that compose the early Historic period
 Plains warfare pattern. In combination with sites
 at Writing-On-Stone, Verdigris Coulee, and Pic
 tograph Cave these two sites have already yielded
 significant information (Greer and Keyser 2008;
 Keyser 2006, 2007, 2008a, 2008c; Ray 2007,
 2008) and they promise to continue doing so into
 the foreseeable future. This work is another such

 example, demonstrating that here and at Writing
 On-Stone are illustrations of the earliest metal

 projectile points?some of the first non-native
 made items to reach the northwestern Plains.
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 NOTES
 1. While Ceremonial tradition art likely had its inception earlier

 than A.D. 1500 (Keyser and Klassen 2001:206-208), our interest
 is restricted to this later part of the Late Prehistoric period and
 into the Protohistoric period because that is the time when most

 shield bearing warriors were apparently produced. Early dates
 of about A.D. 1100-1300 on Castle Gardens style shield figures
 have recently been shown to be contaminated by old charcoal,
 and newer, more reliable dates suggest an age of about A.D.
 1500 (Loendorf2009). Likewise, the only directly dated shield

 bearing warriors that are likely to be significantly earlier than
 this (e.g., Francis and Loendorf 2002:145-147) lack the
 characteristic weaponry that is of interest to this study.

 2. This contrasts markedly to neighboring regions including
 the northeastern Woodlands, Southwest, and Great Basin where
 various types of weapons (e.g. atlatls) and weapon points are
 frequently illustrated in considerable detail in both Archaic and
 Late Prehistoric period rock art styles (Diaz-Granados and
 Duncan 2000:96,145; Grant etal. 1968:37,49,54,61,81,84,97,
 107; Lothson 1976:25; Schaafsma 1980:56-59).

 3. More than 60 different items of material culture have been

 recognized in Ceremonial and Biographic rock art drawings, and
 several (e.g., headdresses/hairstyles, guns, horse halter
 decorations) have as many as six to twelve clearly different
 varieties.

 4. Lanford (2003:190) refers to points of this type as having
 "basal spalls" but this does not conform to the commonly
 accepted archaeological definition of spall, and the projection
 is more correctly called a quillon. Nonetheless, Lanford (2003:190)

 notes that such points "are typical of those furnished by Euro
 American traders."

 Although?as this piece shows?such metal blades were
 commonly serrated by filing or sawing small nicks along one or
 both edges (Figure 7; see also Frison 1991:123-124; Lowie
 1913:263) detail such as this would be almost impossibly small
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 to illustrate in any Biographic art medium. We can find only two
 examples of such serrations, both on Cheyenne Thunder Bows,
 one held by Bear Foot (Powell 2002:65) and the other brandished
 by Thunder Hawk (Afton et al. 1997:250-251). Additionally, we
 cannot know when this practice of serrating metal points started
 among Plains tribes, but it is unlikely to have been used in
 Protohistoric times, given the presumed scarcity of metal files
 or saws available to Plains Indians at these early dates.

 6. Dozens of other robe and ledger illustrations use this
 pictographic form for lance points (e.g., Afton et al. 1997:67;
 Barbeau 1960:137; Brownstone 2001a:254,2001b:70-73; Taylor
 1994:184-186, 2001:116) and almost certainly portray metal
 weapons, but for these drawings we have no directly
 corresponding artifacts.

 7. This bow-spear, drawn at Bear Gulch (Keyser 2008a:68), is
 illustrated four different times, with three of these clearly showing

 the quillon on the large, knife-shaped point.
 8. On the other hand, knife blade tips or fragments could

 readily be made into arrow points, and the ethnohistoric record
 indicates just such manufacture (Russell 1967:329).

 9. In fact, large chipped stone projectile points are so scarce
 in Late Prehistoric period Plains archaeological collections that
 Frison (1991:355?357) uses the size of the few large specimens
 that are known, to argue for a special, non-utilitarian function
 for such points.

 10. We chose 2 m based both on the common occurrence of

 historic portraits of warriors holding spears of this approximate
 length, and Ewers' informants' assertions that Blackfeet weapons
 were approximately this long. In fact Ewers notes (1955:201)

 that a significantly longer lance was thought to signify a coward
 among both the Blackfeet and Crow.

 11. These were large jackknives with blades between 8 and
 10 cm (3.5 and 4 in) long.

 12. The scarcity of guns compared to metal knives and
 projectile points in the early fur trade period is clearly illustrated
 by this same citation, which notes only 300 flintlock muskets
 brought in versus the more than 8,000 knives.

 13. One reviewer noted that we had not taken into account

 the "fall-off rate" for trade items that must travel significant
 distances from their source. While we know of no specific rate
 for knives or metal items in the earliest fur trade, a worst case

 scenario still results in quite a large quantity of knives on the
 northwestern Plains, even at these early dates. Given the records
 showing 8,000 knives available at Albany Post in 1684 (Kenyon
 2008) and more than 3,500 knives and bayonets at York Factory
 in A.D. 1740 (Carlos and Lewis 2008:Table 2), a very conservative
 estimate would be 3,000 knives per year entering the fur trade in

 the Hudson's Bay area. Even if we then assume a fall-off rate of
 99 percent for those reaching the northwestern Plains, for the 50

 year period between A.D. 1680 and 1730 that would mean 1,500
 knives reached the region. We do not feel that the illustration of
 fewer than 100 of these at Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon
 over this period stretches the bounds of credibility.

 14. This total is 28 rather than 25 specimens because three
 points at DgOW32 at Verdigris Coulee are counted twice since
 they are associated with both horses and pedestrian shield
 bearing warriors.
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